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Introduction 

Search Engine Optimization is a strategic 
tool to direct and increase the volume and 
quality of traffic from a search engines 
results page to a company’s website. Search 
engines act as independent third party 
sources that bring brand awareness to the 
consumers. Due to competition, 
be directed only to websites with a high 
page rank, that is, positioning of the 
websites on the search engines result page 
(SERP). Traditionally, the effectiveness of 
search engine is measured by recall, or 
proportion of available relevant
by a search” (Smith, 2003). 

Since everyday life information seeking 
(ELIS) behavior ranges from schoolwork
related information, to recreational and 
travel related information, companies such 
as Google, Yahoo and Microsoft, realizing 
the market potential for local information 
search, have developed localized search 
services, such as Yahoo! Local
Walter, 2015). The advantage of local 
search is that it provides more opportunity 
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is a strategic 
tool to direct and increase the volume and 
quality of traffic from a search engines 
results page to a company’s website. Search 
engines act as independent third party 
sources that bring brand awareness to the 
consumers. Due to competition, traffic can 
be directed only to websites with a high 

that is, positioning of the 
websites on the search engines result page 

Traditionally, the effectiveness of 
search engine is measured by recall, or “the 
proportion of available relevant sites found 

Since everyday life information seeking 
(ELIS) behavior ranges from schoolwork-
related information, to recreational and 

companies such 
as Google, Yahoo and Microsoft, realizing 

potential for local information 
search, have developed localized search 

Local (Hsu & 
The advantage of local 

search is that it provides more opportunity  

 

for the business due to less competition 
(Duffy, 2010), specially for the local 
businesses which do not have an 
international, nay even a national presence 
(Bonelli, 2017). Local search services 
promise “increased relevance for users,
better targeting for advertisers, and 
specialized content to provide for a more
satisfying user experience (Plosker, 2004

What is Local SEO? 

Any online search aimed at finding 
something within a specific geographic area 
is a “local search”. The process of 
optimizing a website and creating business 
listings on various local search d
improve visibility and discoverability 
is called Local SEO. 

What does the local search results page look 
like? 

The Google search results page is not new 
to any of us. However, to break it down in 
terms of “Local Search”, we can see 2 kinds 
of results: 
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for the business due to less competition 
ly for the local 

which do not have an 
international, nay even a national presence 

Local search services 
increased relevance for users, 

better targeting for advertisers, and 
specialized content to provide for a more 

Plosker, 2004).  

Any online search aimed at finding 
something within a specific geographic area 
is a “local search”. The process of 
optimizing a website and creating business 
listings on various local search directories to 
improve visibility and discoverability locally 

What does the local search results page look 

The Google search results page is not new 
to any of us. However, to break it down in 
terms of “Local Search”, we can see 2 kinds 
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1.The Local 3 pack: Named so because 
Google will only show 3 business for any 
relevant queries, the local 3 pack contains a 
small view of the map showing businesses 
in your area and a list of the top 3 businesses 
with basic details including links to their 
website and driving directions. 
2.The Knowledge Panel: The panel on the 
right gives us a lot more information about 
the brand. The knowledge panel in Figure 2 
is of a corporate office and therefore does 
not provide local information like address 
and phone number. Those are limited to 
local listings. 

Local searches typically trigger search 
engines to return “localized organic 
results”, the local 3 pack, and the 
knowledge panel. There are many ways 
businesses can control their local presence 
for all 3 results – 

 Claiming their Google my Business / Bing 
Local listings,  

 Ensuring their Name, Address and Phone 
Number (NAP) are correct on the business 
listing, and standard across all their online 
assets including their website and social 
media channels,  

 Ensuring they have customized pages for 
all locations, and more 

Anatomy of a local listing 

Local searchers can be explicit (where a 
location modifier is used to specify the 
query i.e. “Fried Chicken Toronto”) or 
implicit (a search which is consumed locally 
like “Apple stores”). Either query will yield 
a local listing as shown in Figure 3 on the 

right-hand side of Google search results 
page. This listing will give you a lot of 
information both about the brand and the 
store nearest you at a quick glance. 

So how does Google decide which listing 
to show? 

Using the tri-modal approach, Search 
engines algorithms calculates whether or not 
to show your business for a local search 
based on 3 factors: 

1. Relevance: Is your business relevant to 
the searchers local search query. 
2. Prominence: Are you a trust-worthy and 
reliable entity. 
3. Proximity: Are you close to the 
searchers geo-location. Are they within your 
service area? 

We can also break these factors into 
foundational vs competitive factors: Why is 
Local Search Important? 

Increase in popularity of Local Search 

In times before the internet, customer used 
the Yellow Pages to find local businesses in 
their area. This trend changed around a 
decade ago when searchers turned to online 
resources to find relevant local businesses 
online instead of on paper. According to this 
2008 study done on 3000 participants by 
comScore about local search behavior, use 
of Print / Yellow Pages / White Pages 
dropped by 3% in 1 year while use of search 
engines went up by 1%.  

Today the numbers are even more drastic. 
With the advent of technology and smart 
phones, customers are now able to search for 
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products and services in their area at any 
point of time in any place. It is important for 
businesses targeting customers within a 
certain geographic area to ensure that they 
are present in local search results or lose out 
customers to their competitors.  

A recent HubSpot survey found that 89% of 
the participants surveyed searched for a 
local business using their smartphones, at 
least once a week. About 50% of these, 
visited the store within one day of the search 
(Hellwig, 2018).  

To understand local search behavior, a 
survey of 5000+ US smartphone users was 
commissioned by Google and conducted by 
Ipsos Media CT and Purchased. The online 
survey yielded some interesting facts about 
local search behavior. 

Having control over brand message 

In recent years, we have noticed that Google 
is adding more and more features on their 
search results page, reducing the need for 
people to click through to a businesses’ 
website. This includes being able to order 
straight from google etc.Controlling one’s 
local listing atleast gives a business the 
option of influencing what Google shows on 
the search results page. 

Google is including the local populace by 
calling them "local guides"and getting them 
to post reviews, answer questions and 
confirm information about the businesses. In 
my experience we have found that Google 
trusts these local guides more than they trust 
the businesses. For e.g. if we, as the 
business, say this store opens at 9 but the 

local guides say 10, the Google will trust 
their customer as being reliable and edit the 
time accordingly. Having control of your 
own local presence helps you control the 
message online rather than letting customers 
control it and run with it.  

Google puts a lot of faith in its customers 
and trusts them over businesses. You could 
find, one fine day, that your restaurants 
hours have been changed because a 
disgruntled customer who came in expecting 
the restaurant to be open, found it closed. 
Also, Google is consistently adding new 
features to the search results page to enrich 
the searchers experience, and to ensure all 
their needs are met on the search results 
page without having to click through to 
another website. With one click to call 
buttons from your smartphone, and features 
like the ability to book a table or a flight 
directly from Google or responding to your 
customers and reviewers real time, it’s 
important that businesses take over their 
online presence to control their brand image 
and message. 

Local results can also affect organic results 
i.e. help boost rankings for your website for 
localized keywords like "pizza delivery near 
me" etc. 

Online Reputation Management 

The Local Consumer Behaviour conducted 
by Bright Local in 2018 gave some telling 
results. Not only did 69% of consumers look 
for local businesses online at least once a 
month in 2018, 86% read reviews about the 
business and 50% were influenced to visit 
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the store after reading positive reviews. 
Only 11% of the consumers did not read 
responses from the business owners.  

Which means that there is 89% of customers 
out there judging a business by if they have 
responded to reviews, both positive and 
negative. Ensuring that brands are engaging 
with potential customers which can turn into 
foot traffic is an important aspect of online 
reputation management which goes a long 
way in helping build brand image and 
increase both virtual and physical traffic and 
customers for the brand. 

Objectives of the Study 

The purpose of this paper is to explore: 

- The definition and importance of local 
search 
- Factoring in Community Engagement and 
Online Reputation Management 
- Is Local Search Important: Looking at 
year-on-year numbers for local assets for a 
QSR client 

 
Research methodology 
The research is based analyzing primary 
data usingthe results of the search engine 
results over three years for three fast food 
brands. Figure 9 illustrates the metrics on 
which data was analyzed.  

Findings of the Study 

Is Local Search Really Important? 

Below we see an analysis of year-on-year 
numbers for 2 Quick Service Restaurants 
(QSR) companies comparing views and 

clicks on Google local listings for the years 
2017 and 2018. 

While the increase in clicks for Company 2 
is not a steady rise, overall there was a 41% 
increase in clicks from 2017 to 2018. Clicks 
to directions sees a decline at the end of 
2018, but this could be affected by 
environmental factors like winter where 
customers are less likely to drive to the 
branch and more likely to order home 
delivery. Both other action clicks to website 
and call, see a positive trend in 2017 and 
2018. 

The research findings confirm the impact of 
search engine optimization of local search. 
Table 3 is a summary of year-on-year 
increase in local traffic for the previous two 
years.  

Implications and Limitations of the Study 

The results indicate that companies that take 
control of online search engine impact the 
online traffic on their websites. The present 
research highlights the importance of 
managing local search and the impact it can 
have on businesses. The present study also 
indicates the future scope for marketers. 
Traditional marketing needs to make a 
paradigm shift to adapt to the changing 
consumer needs. The implications of this 
research for marketers is the impact and 
future scope of digital marketing and online 
reputation management. 

The limitations of this study are as follows:   

1. Some increase in traffic occurs naturally 
due to the increase in smartphones year by 
year. That has not been taken into account. 
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2. Some increases or drops in traffic might 
occur due to other factors like Google 
algorithm updates, website redevelopment, 
SEO optimization etc. which affect ranking 
and are not related to popularity of local 
search. 

3. The data is taken from Google and does 
not check other search engines. 
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Figure 

Source: https://moz.com/learn/seo/local

What does the local search results page look 

Figure 2: Google Search Results Page

The Google search results page is not new to any of us. However, to break it down in terms of 
“Local Search”, we can see 2 kinds of results:
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Figure 1: The Canadian Local Ecosystem 

https://moz.com/learn/seo/local-search-data-canada 

What does the local search results page look like? 

: Google Search Results Page 

The Google search results page is not new to any of us. However, to break it down in terms of 
“Local Search”, we can see 2 kinds of results: 
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The Google search results page is not new to any of us. However, to break it down in terms of 
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Figure 3: Local Apple Store Listing 

 

Local searchers can be explicit (where a location modifier is used to specify the query i.e. “Fried 
Chicken Toronto”) or implicit (a search which is consumed locally like “Apple stores”). Either 
query will yield a local listing as shown in Figure 3 on the right-hand side of Google search 
results page. This listing will give you a lot of information both about the brand and the store 
nearest you at a quick glance. 

So how does Google decide which listing to show? 
Figure 4: Local Search Algorithm is Tri-Modal 

 

Prominance

Proximity 

Relevance
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Table 1 Local Search Algorithm Factors 

Foundational Competitive 

Proper GMB Category Associations 
Quality and Quantity of Inbound Links from 
other relevant and reputable sites (like news 

sites, social media sites, etc.) 
Consistency and accuracy of information 

(citations) on the primary data sources 
On-page SEO factors 

Physical Address in City of Search 
Unstructured citations online (i.e. news 

mentions) 

Proximity of Address to the Point of Search 
(Search-Business Distance) 

Quality and Quantity of reviews (w/text) on 
primary citations sources (e.g. Google; 

Facebook) 
 

 

Figure 5: 2008 Survey by comScore on Actions taken after searching a business online1 
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I. Having control over brand message

Fig 8 Business 

Figure 
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brand message 

Business Response to Consumer Reviews. 

Figure 6: Impact of Local Search 
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Figure 9: The Data Metrics 

 

Findings of the Study 

Table 2 is a summary of the impact of local search engine management of two leading QSR  

  

Local 
Search 

Total 
Actions

Click to 
Calls

Click to 
Directions

Click to 
WebsiteTotal Views
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Table 2. Year-on-
  Company 1
  2018 

Total Views 102,364,175
Total Actions 4,247,314

  
Clicks to Calls 2,038,904

Click to 
Directions 

914,708

Click to Website 1,293,702

The following figures are a graphical representation of the data. 

Figure 
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-year impact of Local Search Engine Optimization
Company 1 Company 2

2017 2018 
102,364,175 69,662,243 115,043,379 

4,247,314 3,040,576 2,410,175 
  

2,038,904 1,578,167 651,100 
914,708 791,307 1,318,487 

1,293,702 671,102 440,588 

The following figures are a graphical representation of the data.  

Figure 10: Company 1 Views for 2017 
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Optimization 
Company 2 

2017 
57,464,814 
1,536,732 

 
436,956 

1,014,169 

248,226 
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Figure 

Figure 10 shows us the overall trend of increase in views
Google Maps views in July / August 2017 are attributed to a Google algorithm update in how 
they measured Maps Impressions.
While the increase is not as drastic as 2017, there is still a positive trend noticed
for 2018 are also 46% higher than those of 2017.

                                                           
2https://alllocal.com/blog/views-spike-
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Figure 11: Company 1 Views for 2018 

shows us the overall trend of increase in views for company 1 in 2017. 
August 2017 are attributed to a Google algorithm update in how 

they measured Maps Impressions.2 Figure 11 shows the trend of views for Company 1 for 2018. 
While the increase is not as drastic as 2017, there is still a positive trend noticed
for 2018 are also 46% higher than those of 2017. 

-august-gmb-insights 
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in 2017. The spike in 
August 2017 are attributed to a Google algorithm update in how 

for Company 1 for 2018. 
While the increase is not as drastic as 2017, there is still a positive trend noticed. The total views 
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Figure 

Figure 

Figure 12 gives us an overall trend of increase in views for Company 2. We can see that the 
trend is parallel as Company 1, including the spike in Map views due to the change in Google 
Algorithm in July / August 2017. Company 2 saw a much higher increase in views i
demonstrated by Figure 13, with year
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Figure 12: Company 2 Views for 2017 

Figure 13: Company 2 Views for 2018 

gives us an overall trend of increase in views for Company 2. We can see that the 
trend is parallel as Company 1, including the spike in Map views due to the change in Google 

August 2017. Company 2 saw a much higher increase in views i
, with year-on-year increase of 78%. 
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gives us an overall trend of increase in views for Company 2. We can see that the 
trend is parallel as Company 1, including the spike in Map views due to the change in Google 

August 2017. Company 2 saw a much higher increase in views in 2018, as 
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Figure 

 

Figure 

Figure 14 and 15 show us the increase in action clicks on Google for company 1. These are 
further broken down into clicks to call, website and directions and other than a dip in website 
clicks from May to July 2017, which can be attributed to technical issues on the websit
action clicks have steadily increased 
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Figure 14: Company 1 Clicks for 2017 

Figure 75: Company 1 Clicks for 2018 

show us the increase in action clicks on Google for company 1. These are 
further broken down into clicks to call, website and directions and other than a dip in website 
clicks from May to July 2017, which can be attributed to technical issues on the websit
action clicks have steadily increased year-on-year by 40%.  
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show us the increase in action clicks on Google for company 1. These are 
further broken down into clicks to call, website and directions and other than a dip in website 
clicks from May to July 2017, which can be attributed to technical issues on the website, the 
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Figure 

Figure 

While the increase in clicks for Company 2
in clicks from 2017 to 2018. Clicks to directions sees a decline at the end of 2018, but this could 
be affected by environmental factors like winter where customers are less likely to drive to the 
branch and more likely to order home delive
positive trend in 2017 and 2018. 
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Figure 86: Company 2 Clicks for 2017 

Figure 17: Company 2 Clicks for 2018 

Company 2 is not a steady rise, overall there was
Clicks to directions sees a decline at the end of 2018, but this could 

be affected by environmental factors like winter where customers are less likely to drive to the 
branch and more likely to order home delivery. Both other action clicks to website and call, see a 
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is not a steady rise, overall there was a 41% increase 
Clicks to directions sees a decline at the end of 2018, but this could 

be affected by environmental factors like winter where customers are less likely to drive to the 
ry. Both other action clicks to website and call, see a 
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The research findings confirm the impact of search engine optimization of local search. Table 3 
is a summary of year-on-year increase in local traffic for the previous two years.  

Table 3 Percentage year-on-year increase in Online local search 

Year Company 1 Company 2 
 Total Views Total Actions Total Views Total Actions 

2016-2017 46% 13.5% 88% 46.3% 

2017-2018 46.9% 39.6% 78.4% 41.8% 
 


